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Waxed solid bleached sulfate paperboard and polyethylene coated paperboard were
compared for the purpose ofcontaining frozen fish sticks. Themain emphasis focused on the
safety of the board in regards to the migration ofparticles from either the wax or the
polyethylene. The results showed that the polyethylene coated
"SBS"
or the polyethylene coated
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1.0 INTRODUCTION
Frozen Fish is often transported in bulk plastic boxes only to be thawed out for displays in super
market coolers as "previously frozen
fish."
Othermethods are as vacuum packed frozen steaks, or as
breaded frozen fish sticks in sealed plastic bags inside of solid bleached sulfate cartons, or as frozen fish in
direct contact with the carton. Some fresh fish is soldmat has not been previously frozen, but it is anyone's
guess as to how long itmight have been kept on ice at a less than perfect temperature. This is becoming a
rare sight inmost supermarkets today, and even more unusual is the sale of live fish seen swimming in a
cramped aquarium in a small Chinese market.
Due to persistentmigration questions surrounding plastic food wraps and packaging, this thesis
will examine the current polyethylene coated solid bleached sulfate and solid unbleached sulfate cartons for
frozen fish sticks and fillets and compare this to themore traditional type ofwax coated
"SBS"
carton.
After reviewing a fairly large amount of literature and some published test results, a judgement will be
made as to whichmaterial is the safest and themost practical.
Fig. 1 . A variety ofGorton's frozen fish entrees in polycoated boxes.
Reprinted from a 1999 package ofGorton's frozen fish.
2.0 HYPOTHESIS
In 1999 there was a mild scare about PVC blood donor bags that could have phthalates
leaching and contaminating the bag's contents, and there was the same worry about food products in
plastic bags and wraps. With those thoughts inmind this thesis will compare a non-plastic packaging
method for frozen fish, with the current trend ofusing polyethylene coated 16 pt.
"SBS"
paperboard cartons.
Unfortunately there are so many variations ofplastics on themarket today, it is almost impossible to guar
antee that any one group is genuinely safe for each type of food. Even though certain plastic wraps and films
have been approved by the FDA, there is still the strong possibility of a consumer backlash against plastics
in food packaging. Fish packers should have an alternative method ofpackaging fish for the retail market.
The easy transition to waxed
"SBS"
will soon be eliminated due to the ubiquitous polyboards that have
practically replaced the older techniques ofwaxing paperboard for oily and watery food products.
The old frozen fish package, waxed "SBS", should not be discarded as antiquated so that fish
processors can jump to it, if and when consumers and the FDA scientists decide that plastic packages are
contaminating fish. Likewise the old machines for applying thewax coatings to paperboard cartons should
not be junked as obsolete equipment, as theymay well be needed again.
3.0 BACKGROUND
3.1 Early Fish Packaging and Processing
Fish packaging is one of the oldest forms ofpackaging. Fish have traditionally been put into some sort of
container after having been caught. Some, however, were just thrown into the boat's bilge, which was the customary




centuries to do. The earliest known packages were probablymade
from big "plant leaves", which "are still being used in some
cultures."
Even "animal skinswere utilized as
packaging materials in prehistoric
times." '
The Native Americans were also known to hunt whales, but packaging
probably wasn't that important to them, as is described by Capt. GeorgeWaymouth, the navigator from England in
1605:
...those chief lords, whom they call sagamores, divide the spoil and give to
everyman a share, which pieces are distributed, they hang up about their houses
for provisions; and when they boil them they blow off the fat and put their pease,
maize, and other pulse which they eat.
2
Long before the first fish and chips were wrapped up inside newspapers in England, and long before
newspapers even existed, fish had to be contained in something. The northern Native Americans, all part of
the Algonquin familywith smaller tribes like the Penobscots, Abnakis,Wampanoags, Pequots, and
Narragansetts, dried most of their fish for thewinter and must have contained them in some sort of
wrapper, probably a corn husk or a skin from some animal. The great shell heaps along the coast ofMaine
3
are not unlike theman-made hills ofdiscarded packages and broken consumer goods, that can be seen on
Staten Island, New York, today. Seashells are nature's packages for clams, oysters, and mussels that the
Indians left behind. Now they are considered exciting evidence of early summer encampments. The Indians
would also eat alewives, herring, and oysters that they caught in the coastal waters.
4
In 986 AD a group ofVikings under the leadership ofBjarni Herjolfsson
4
might have noticed the
Indians ofNewfoundland, if that is actuallywhere the Vikings landed, using pottery jars with wide mouths
for early containers. One of these was found in Eastern Massachusetts along with a wood handled stone
axe.
5
Very recently a hook was unearthed that had been used by these early fishermen. Baskets were
another form ofcontainer or package that theNative Americans used.
Russell Bourne, in his book The Viewfrom Front Street, states that "there is not an industry in America
that antedates the
fisheries." 6
Capt. John Smith was known to have said that the value ofNew England's
fisheries was worth more than all the gold and silver mines possessed by the King of Spain.
7
An etching ofEuropean fish processors throwing cod into a wooden
"trough"
on a Newfoundland wooden
wharf, in the seventeenth century,
8
is testimony to the start of the fishermen arriving on this side of the
Atlantic Ocean, (see Illustration on p.iii) Fish was themain reason the Europeans first came to stay in the
newworld, albeit for briefperiods of time in the sixteenth century. The Basques, French, and Germans, not
to mention the Portuguese, Irish, Welsh, and Italians were all known to keep land based temporary summer
camps in Newfoundland. At those camps they would salt and dry the cod that they had caught on the
neighboring fishing grounds. Sometimes, there would be people from several countries all drying fish on
flakes on the same part of the coast. There are two type offtakes. One type resembles an outdoor table
made with posts for legs, and with spaced out sticks acting as the horizontal surface. The air can pass
through the spaces between the sticks, and the sun can dry the fish from above. However, during the first
halfof the twentieth century in Gloucester, Massachusetts, the fancier flakes were sometimes made out of
dimensional lumber and slats. The other type offtake is still in use even today. It looks like a giant saw
horsemade from
15'
tall posts with the bark still intact on them. This A-Frame type offtake is still used in
Newfoundland and Norway to hang the cod from. Hundreds offish are split and hung tail to tail from the
horizontal logs of the giant racks. TheNewfoundland ones sometimes have wheels mounted under the
posts so that they can be rolled across the tarmac and into a fiberglass pole building if theweather looks
bad. They are combinations of traditional techniques andmodem amenities.
Many of the European fishing vessels sailed all summer, withoutmaking a landfall in Newfoundland.
They fished on the various fishing banks, such as the largest andmost famous one, the Grand Banks. The
5
larger fishing boats would catch the fish and salt it away in the
ships'
fish holds, only to bring it out upon
their return to Europe in the fall.
The other famous bank that is closer to Cape Cod is Georges Bank. Cape Cod, incidentally, was so
named in 1602 by the English settlement agent, Bartholomew Gosnold, because ofall the codfish that he
found in the area.
9
Soon after the fish were brought ashore, the processing began. Salting was done after the fish had
then-
heads removed and after they were split and washed, which meant that theywere splayed open and the
backbone was removed. Salt would be sprinkled onto the fish and theywould be stacked in kenches, or
bins in the shed often right on the wharfor stage, for 5 or 6 weeks to cure. After the curing was completed,
the salt would be scrubbed offwith salt water in a trough or in an old dory full ofwater, and the fish would
be laid out flesh side up on the outdoor flakes. (Fig. 2)At night the fish were stacked up.
10
Often times
littlewooden covers called "flake
boxes"
were put over the stacked up drying fish to protect them from the
evening dew or rain.
n
Then during the day the fish were spread out again. This went on for about 5 days
until the fish had dried correctly. Another approach to fish drying was to put thewashed and split fish into
3 quintal tubs. 2 gallons of salt were added per draft, and a
"draft"
and a halfwas 238 pounds of fresh fish,
which "made about 1 quintal offish, or 108 pounds
dried." I2
OnDay 1 the fish went into the pickle that
the salt had created. After four or five days the fish were washed in that same pickle. Then they were put
into the "water horse", where they drained, and then they were placed on the floor for six hours, and finally
they were put flesh side up on the flakes. They were flipped over so that the skin side was up for the night,
and then in themorning they were placed flesh side up again until the early evening. Then on Day 2 the
fish were stacked into piles 3 or 4 high with the skin side up. On Day 3 they were spread out on the flakes
again with the flesh side up. OnNight 3 they were stacked up again 12 or 13 high,with the tails in and the
heads out. One large fish with it's skin up formed the top roof. On Day 4 the fish went into round piles of
15 or 20 quintals so that they could sweat. This was known as "transpiling".
13
On Day 5 and 6, they were
left alone for 7 more days. Then they were placed on the flakes for 3 more hours of sun, and then piled
again for 8 to 10 days. This process was completed after three or four weeks.
u
Fig. 2. Split and salted fish stacked up after drying in the sun on fish flakes in Southwest Harbor,
Tremont, Maine, in 1892.
Reprinted from Wayne M. O'Leary,Maine Sea Fisheries, TheRise andFall of aNative Industry,
1830-1890 (Boston: Northeastern University Press, 1996), 1 12.
The best months for curing fish were October andNovember in New England The sunlight was not as
direct then, and the northwest and southeast winds were perfect during that time ofyear. The summer was
too hot and damp for good drying.
15
Sun burnt fish, noticed by pressing a thumb along the skin and seeing
if the skin could be rubbed off, was considered second rate and would not command as high a price. The
cured fish were graded by the "fish
viewer"
into various levels ofquality. In fact mere was aMassachusetts
law enacted in 1652 that required the grading offish "to preserve the reputation of the
colony." 16
During
the seventeenth century, the best fish, which were usually caught on the first ofthree trips to the Grand
Banks, which started in the spring, were called "dumb
fish."17
Later in the nineteenth century the highest
grade of salt cod was known as "Dun-fish". It was given a light salting and dried for a few extra weeks
until it took on a reddish-brown hue. Only the largest and firmest fish could tolerate the extra curing, but it
was considered a delicacy when done.
18
Codwas usually graded into three groups depending on the
quality:
"Merchantable"
was the highest quality and this was shipped straight to Spain and Portugal, where
they received the best price. The second rate fish was known as the
"middling"
and thiswent to the Azores
and the otherAtlantic Islands that are part ofPortugal, and also to the English colony of Jamaica. The
lowest quality offish was called "refuse
fish"
was shipped to the other Caribbean Island colonies to feed
the slaves that lived and worked in the sugar plantations. A lot offish were also sold to the southern
7
colonies in America, and many were eaten by the New Englanders themselves.
19
After the salting and
drying was completed some of the catch had to be shipped back to Europe. The salted and dried cod fish,
known as salt cod, were often placed in the
ships'
holds without any packaging at all. They would be
bundled up and taken to the awaiting vessel in a wheelbarrow, and stowed below decks for the long
voyages. Although some were stored right on deck, if it was just a short trip to the wholesale distributor. If
the dried and salted codfish were to be exported they would be loaded into largewooden drums. This
practisewent on right up until themiddle of the twentieth century, at least in Newfoundland.
20
However if
the fish were caught further offshore in bigger boats, say on the Grand Banks, the fish would be split and
salted and stowed in the fish hold of the boat. The hold is the area below themain deck that has a cover.
Then once the sailing vessel arrived in port after a few weeks, the split and salted fish would be offloaded,
or "lumped", weighed, the salt scrubbed off in a tank with brushes, and then resalted in the salting building.
The fish would then go "into the pickling butts for curing, and after the proper time again piled in kenches
to press out the
brine."
Then they would be put out on the flakes to cure on or near the docks of the
homeport, instead ofnear the fishing grounds. Lots of tubs, or actually barrels cut in half were used in this
operation. If the sun became too hot, the fish would be covered quickly with white canvas duck, which was
kept furled at the end of the flakes. Flies weren't much ofa problem in Newfoundland, but could be in New
England. A fly will leave a dark spot that will lower the grade of the fish. If it rained while the fish were
drying, they would be stacked up at the end of the flakes and put under covering boxes. The flakes were all
over the waterfront, even on top ofsome of the flatter roofs of thewaterfront sheds. By the 1890s dried salt
cod was packaged differently to compete with the encroaching beefmarket. "Boneless
cod"
had become
the norm, even though the process was initiated between 1868 and 1870.
21
Thismeant that the skin and bones had to be removed, andmis occurred inside the sheds where the
dried fish would go to the skinning loft to have the skin cut off. Then they were placed in wicker baskets,
about the size ofa bushel basket, formoving "to the cutters, or trimmers, who removed the larger bones
and neatly trimmed the edges. From
there they went to the bone pullers, a highly skilled group ofwomen
who deftly pulled out the smaller bones with tweezers; and finally off to the
pressers and packers, and the
white salt cod was ready for shipment. Much of this was piecework,
and the fastest and most skilled took
home the highest pay
checks."22
Credit for this type ofboned and boxed salt cod goes to George Smith
8
back in 1 870. He felt that neatly packaged salt fish was much more attractive to the customer than a big old
hunk ofdried fish with bones hanging out along with a piece of tough dark skin clinging to its back. In
1880 the fish packers in Gloucester used 400,000 boxes, and each box contained 450 pounds offish per
box. That year they also used 150,000 barrels (or
"butts"
as theywere often called).
23
Another breakthrough in Gloucester was the idea of the fishcake (Fig. 3), which is a pre-made ball of
ground codfish (nowadays just about any fish but cod) andMaine's Aroostook County potatoes. These two
ingredients can be canned, and opened when you're ready to fry them. This didn't go over well with the
other fish dealers, but in time they had to submit to the desires of themarket place, which had to have
codfish balls (Fig. 4) and de-boned fish.
The Gorton-Pew company acquired a few of the smaller salt fish companies and became the largest
company with themost fishing schooners, and themost acres of flakes.
24
During themid 1900s the






Fig. 3. An old label from a can ofGorton's Codfish Cakes.
Reprinted from Gorton's Inc., Gorton's Flagship (Gloucester, Ma.: Gorton's, Inc., 1999).
On board anAmerican Banks schooner the liver butt, which technically speaking was a very large
barrel of around 126 US gallon capacity, was tied down to the forward part of themain cabin. All the cod
livers were tossed in here, and on the surface the oil that had "made
out"
could be ladled out into an old
water barrel. These were contained below decks during the lengthier trips. Once in the harbor after a shorter
trip, the "liver
men"
came alongside in their dories with their own barrels in order to buy the livers right
then and there. The cod liver oil was refined somewhat and sold to drug companies as a "lung strengthener,
and themore viscous oil went to the tanning
industry." 25
The fish roe was often sold to companies in France, and the gurry (the guts) became fertilizer, and the
sounds, which are the air bladders in cod and hake, were turned into isinglass, or gelatin, at a nearby factory.
The bones, skins, and everything else that was oozing out of the cart would go to the Gorton's glue factory,
which was sold to the Russia Cement Co. in 1926, now known as Le Page's inWest Gloucester.
ortoixs^
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Fig. 4. An old label from a can ofGorton's Fish Balls.
Reprinted from Gorton's Inc., Gorton's Flagship (Gloucester, Ma.: Gorton's Inc.,
1999).
4.0 BARRELS AND DRUMS
4.1 BARRELS
Wooden barrelswere used to hold whale oil, cod liver oil, cod livers, and also the pickled herring and
mackerel in brine.
'
Brine is a salt and water solution. Barrels have been around since the days ofclassical
Greece,2
and they originatedmore than 2000 years ago.
3
They can vary in size from a keg to a hogshead
The latter stands taller than aman. Barrel staves are also known as pipe staves since large casks for wine
were once referred to as pipes (which is the liquidmeasure ofhalfa tun)
4
(and a tun is a large cask or a
fermenting vat usually equaling 252 gallons).
5
Staves are the curved boards that make up a barrel, and they
are curved in two directions so that the middle of the barrel has a larger diameter than the two ends. This
creates the bilge, which looks like a bulge in themiddle of the barrels sides. The bilgemakes it easier to
rock the barrel, when on it's side, so that it can be stood up. The bilge also helps to steer the barrel when it
is rolling. The chime provides a handhold on either end. The flat top and bottom make it stand well in
storage, and the roundness makes it easy to roll from one place to another. Another name for a barrel is a
"cask,"
which is a "large tight
barrel."







not exceeding a ten gallon capacity. There was also a "half-barrel",
7
which was
actually a barrel, but smaller that the typical barrel. It would hold about 15 gallons presumably. A
"tierce"
is a 42 gallon barrel, and a
"firkin"
is a tub that holds 56 lbs. ofbutter; however a firkin is larger than a real
"tub,"
which holds about 4 gallons. Most whale ships and early fishing boats carried a cooper on board. A
cooper is the person whomade or erected the barrels. At Spaulding and Frost, aNew Hampshire business
that is the last of the old time cooperages in the United States, the best cooper said that she has put together
250 barrels in one day.
8
Whaling was carried out in seventeenth century New England as well,
and the whale oil was contained
in barrels. The first whales utilized by theNew Englanderswere ones that had died and washed up on the




Fig. 5. "Selecting, grading, and packing salted mackerel for shipment at Portland, Maine, ca. 1880.
Each barrel held 200 lbs.ofpickled fish. (Goode Report, sec.5, vol.2, engraving from a photo by
T.W.Smillie)."
Reprinted from WayneM. O'Leary,Maine Sea Fisheries, The Rise andFall of aNative Industry,
1830-1890 (Boston: Northeastern University Press, 1996), 180.
Interestingly enough the barrels, in other words the packaging, were themeans by which the crew




system instead of fixed wages:
"The captain ofa ship received from 1 barrel in 17 to 1 in 25; ... Mates had from
1 in 30 to 1 in 50. Themen who threw the harpoon had 1 in 75, say, while
foremast men had still less, even down to 1 in 200 for a green hand No better
system for encouraging men to do as well as they could has ever been
devised." 10
Sailing whalers from the early twentieth centurywould have a pipe going below decks down to the
wooden barrels in the hold. The pipe ran below from themain deck trye works, where the blubber was
boiled to become the whale oil. The oil would go down the pipe from themain deck, and flow into a barrel
in the hold. When that one was full, the lower end of the pipe would be moved to another barrel, and so on
as each ban-el filled-up. Still later in the 1950s, when whaling took place on gigantic steam or diesel ships,
the whale oil was still measured in barrels, but it was no longer stored in wooden barrels or steel drums.
Instead it was stored in tanks near the bottom of the ship. However, it was still converted into barrels for
calculating purposes. The tank would
be given a name like the "Number 2 StarboardWing Tank", which
was about the size ofa "Midwest Grain
Elevator"
with a capacity of5000 tons or about 30,000 barrels.
12
These tanks were filled with fuel oil for the ship's engines en route to the Antarctic, and then on the way
home theywould be filled with whale
oil.11
For an old sailing bark from New Bedford, 1000 barrels of
whale oil was a good haul for a 4 year trip, whereas in the '50s, one tank would be nearly empty with that
same amount of
oil.12
At that timewhale oil sold for 100 per ton. The British barrel weighs 170 kilograms
and there are 5.97 British barrels to the long ton. Asmentioned earlier the American barrel is a little less, at
31.5 gallons. Different again is the weight ofa barrel of fuel oil, where there are 6.5 barrels to the ton.
Barrels are grouped into two types. Liquids go into "tighf
'
barrels and dry products go into
"slack"
barrels.
There is generally a coating in a tight barrel, and this could bewax for water-based liquids, or glue for non
food alcohol based liquids, and silicate of soda for oily substances.
Barrel Staves can be made from many different kinds ofwood, but certain types react differentlywith
various products. Pine may affect the flavor and odor of foods, but fish effluvia probably overcomes any
adverse affects ofpine. Hoops, the circular parts that hold the staves together, can be made of steel, (which
is most common today) or wire, wood, or rope, or even a couple of these combined.
13
Driedmeat-meal, is
the pulverizedmaterial that is left over after all the oil has been boiled off from themeat and bones. It is
bagged and sold as fertilizer.
14
Theremight be thousands ofbags ofmeat-meal stacked from floor to
ceiling in the hold ofone ofthese colossal fishing vessels.
15
Some types ofbarrels are designed
specifically for one application, such as the "meat poultry
barrel"
which is used to contain cuts ofmeat or
dressed-out fowl, and is usually uncovered.
16
These are sometimes referred to as beefbarrels, and have
been recycled into fish barrels in Newfoundland.
17
Wooden nail kegs, glass and pottery, and apple barrels
are other types ofbarrels intended for certain applications. Barrels should not be rolled on their chimes, but
on their bilges. Full barrels should never be dropped, and slack barrels should have an end down when
stored, whereas tight barrels should be stored on their bilge with the bung facing up.
1S
Staves and wooden hoops were exported to Europe, or to other remote locations.
19
Staves, instead of
fully formed barrels, were probably shipped unformed to conserve
space on a ship, much like today
corrugated boxes are shipped knocked-down to the factory where they are erected when needed. The
whaling ships took barrel staves, or
shooks loaded into slack casks, out to the whaling grounds for use as
needed.
20
A shook can also be a knocked-down box, which is theway that wooden fish boxes were
commonly shipped to the fish processing plants
right up into the 1980s. Today a standard barrel in the
13
United Kingdom, which Newfoundland was part ofuntil 1949, was 36 imperial gallons, but in the United
States a barrel of liquid measure is 3 1.5 gallons, (2 barrels is one Hogshead). In drymeasure a barrel is
equal to 3.28 bushels. And a bushel is 4 pecks, and a peck is 8 quarts.
21
Clams are often dug andmeasured
by the peck or bushel from the clammer, but are sold in retail by the pound, like other fish. Nowadays fresh
fish is rarely put in a barrel unless it is being used for lobster bait. Red fish will often travel loose in the fish
hold ofa boat, and after processing ashore, the rakes (which are the part of the fish after the fillets have
been removed) will also travel loose again in the back ofa dump truck to lobstering communities. They are
then sluiced into used and uncovered 55-gallon steel drums made out of steel. These are either kept cold in
refrigerated bait houses until the lobsterman needs bait, or salted and kept in a cool enclosed place. This is
an example offish still being
"packaged"
in barrels.
A steel drum is different from a wooden barrel because it has straight sides, except for a couple of
corrugations that increase side strength, stiffness, and can assist in rolling. These corrugations are still
called hoops even though they are no longer actual hoops, but are just bumps that are pressed into the steel
body of the drum after it has been formed into a cylinder. Originally, steel drums were developed by the
Standard Oil Company in 1 902 to replace their wooden barrels. At that time they were known as Bayonne
steel barrels.
There was also a wooden drum that was used in the 1800s for the transporting ofdried cod on long
voyages. Itwas quite big and was ofvarious sizes. They could weigh between 200 to 900 pounds when
full. Whereas in St. John, New Brunswick in 1 850, dried cod was packed for export in 440 lb. drums, and
in 1880 in Gloucester, MA there were 5 different drum sizes that ranged from 2 to 8 quintals. However,
before 1850 in Portland, Maine, drums from 500 to 800 lbs. were used to ship salt cod to the West Indies.
And in the 1840's, further downeast, in Castine, Maine, the preferred standard size was 600 lbs. ofcod,
which was about equal to 6 quintals.
22
There are 1 12 pounds ofdried fish in a quintal, and the total weight
ofbarrel ofpickled fish was 200 pounds.
23
For instance, in the winter of 1857, the ship
"Adams"
departed
from Castine, Maine, for New Orleans with a cargo of"110 drums
ofdried cod, and 46 half-barrels or kegs
ofcod tongues and sounds ..., as well as 120 barrels and 174 kegs of
mackerel owned by fish merchant
Samuel
Adams." 24
Another shipment offish heading on the same route, was even more varied; it contained




Barrels, like so many types ofpackaging, have been shifting to plastic. There are plenty ofblue plastic
barrels being used today that bring fruit juices from South America. Others contain various sauces, such as
mustard or hot sauce, from theMidwest to be used in theMaine sardine canneries.
Although barrels have been the choice fish containers for hundreds of years, Robert G. Albion in his
NewEngland and the Sea, mentions that in 1497, when "Captain John Cabot and his son
Sebastian"
arrived
in North America (theywere sailing for the British despite their Italian routes), when they discovered great
forests that could be used for the King ofEngland's masts for his ships. They also came across "codfish so
plentiful that his men hauled them out of the sea in
buckets!" 26
Naturally fish alongwith lumber became
themajor products exported from New England. Even today buckets are used, as I said earlier, for
clamming and cockling over in the United Kingdom. However, it would be very rare to see a wooden
bucket today. Now they are eithermade ofmetal, plastic, or rubber.
A
"pail"
should be smaller at the bottom than at the top, and has a handle for easy carrying, and a "kif
'
is an inverted pail that has a smaller top than bottom, like the plastic Yoplait yogurt container. In recent
years the ubiquitous plastic pickle pail, which holds 5 gallons, and is seen in just about every fishing boat,
has come under attack because it isn't larger at the top than at the bottom. It is a straight-sided plastic
bucket thatwon't fall over when a small child leans over its edge, which is why infants have been known to
fall into the liquid therein and drown.
4.2 FISH
The codfish was the king ofall the fish caught, and then next in importance was the alewife. Alewives
were so named because of their rounded bellies that reminded the fishermen of the stomachs oftheir wives
who had partaken in too much ofa certainmalt drink. Alewives were caught in weirs, seine nets, scoop-
nets, and even with bare hands when they swam up the streams from the ocean. Alewives were a source of
food, bait, fertilizer, and some were exported after being smoked. Mackerel were also a food source and
some were also exported, however theywere mainly used for bait. Smoked sturgeon was anothermeans of




5.0 BOXES AND BASKETS
5.1 BOXES
Oddly enough salt cod from Newfoundland can still be bought at some supermarkets in very small
Style 6 wooden boxes with tenoned corners
l (5"
wide x 8 long x
3"
deep). (Fig. 6) However, In the last ten
years a polyethylene shrink film has been added around these boxes for some added freshness and tamper
proofing. So now we have a bit ofmodern packaging surrounding an otherwise obsolete form of food
packaging. It should be noted that these boxes also have one color printing on the wood panels.
Fig. 6. Box ofSalt Cod, Cristobal Brand, Canadian Fish Importers, Inc.
Boston, MA (Product ofCanada) 1 999.
Photograph byMarian M. White
Even in the mid-1980s, when a fishing vessel would tie up atMaine Fisheries, Inc., in Portland, Maine,
with a load offish, the fish cutters were called up to come into the plant and the filleting operation would
begin. Knocked-down wooden cleated panel boxes
2
(for bulk fillet packaging) were brought out of the
storage shed, and they would be nailed together right then and there. These boxes were average in size,
being about
2'
long by 1 wide and 1
'
deep. Earlier, in the middle of the twentieth century, much larger
boxes were employed in the West Indies salt-cod market. One native Antiguan can remember wooden
boxes thatwere about
5'
long by 3 wide, and
2'
deep. They had plastic linerswhich were probablymade
from polyethylene . Whole salted fish came in them with the skins still attached.
3
Other wood boxes used in the various fisheries are the lobster car, which is also known as a crate.
Lobsters are tossed into them, and they are tied shut with pieces ofrope, and then thrown into the ocean
16
and tied to the dock or to amooring. Many of them can be tied end to end to await a refrigerated lobster




x 1 V*, and they have a door
tied on the top with two rope hinges, and there is a rope handle tied onto each end Not only are the lobsters
stored in these crates, but they are also transported in them when they are driven for a one day's journey,
say from down-east Maine to Boston. These cratesmay look antiquated, but they still do the job, and for
many years they have been recycled by going back to their owners after being unloaded.
These bulk boxes are also rapidly being replaced with their plastic equivalents. Now they can be found
in the injection molded colors ofblue, and gray. The advantage of this plastic lobster crate is that the plastic
does not absorb water the way that the wood ones do. Water absorption makes the weight of the crates
vary, requiring that each one has to be weighed to subtract its weight from the gross weight of the crate.
Other advantages include a box that is easier to sanitize than the wooden ones, and the elimination of the
risk ofa board falling off that would allow the escape of the lobsters.
4
One wonders if there is any
migration of additives in the plastic into the live lobsters. Probably not, as long as the lobsters aren't
cooked within these crates. On a side note, there is a possible related problem existing with the rubber
bands that hold the lobster claws shut, since these are often left on the claws during boiling or steaming.
There is a very real risk ofrubber compoundsmigrating into themeat of the lobster during high
temperature cooking.
Otherwood boxes ofmany sizes and shapes were or are still used for fish packaging. Formany years a
case of lobster cans, would be made out ofwood, since the corrugated shipper did not come about until the
early 1900s.
5
Herring fillets were also packed out in flat rectangular Style 1 wooden boxes. Smoked
herring was also sold in small wooden boxes that had to complywith an early packaging law. The law
stated that before 1 849 the boxes mustmeasure 17"x 1
1"
x 6". After 1 849 the boxes could be smaller with
the following dimensions: 1 7 x 8!4 x 6".
6
Other larger wooden fish boxes were used on carts tomove
fish around the fish dealer's wharf. (Fig. 7)
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Fig. 7. Box offish on the Boston Fish Pier in the 1970s.
Reprinted from David Boeri and James Gibson, Tell It Good-Bye, Kiddo, The Decline oftheNew
EnglandOffshore Fishery (Camden, Me.: InternationalMarine Publishing Co., 1976), 52.
A very common box seen on boats and in fish trucks is the fish box or tote. It is made from injection









They have been around for fifteen or twenty years, and theywere the
precursers of the totes that can be found in most department stores for home use.
Today one of themost ubiquitous fish boxes seen on the waterfront ofAmerican seaports is the
injection molded HDPE box with
2"
ofpolyurethane foam insulation "sandwiched between the container
walls."8
(Fig. 8) They have the footprint ofa 48 x 40 inch pallet, more or less, although one smaller
version is
42"
(1050mm) x 24 (610 mm) x
26"
(660mm) high, and the others all have a footprint of48 x
48". The standard color is gray, and only one of the standard size boxes will fit in the back ofa full-size
American pick-up truck. The fish company's name can be embossed into the plastics outer surface, and
there are several colors to choose from. They also have snuggly fitting insulated covers made out of the
samematerials. There are also competitive reinforced plastic boxes that are made in other locations.
Another common sight around some commercial fishing centers, are airline fish containers made out of
aluminum. These are odd shaped trapezoids. The irregular shape allows them to fit into the curved cargo
areas ofairplanes. They have doors on them instead ofcovers, and they can be sealed for customs. A great
amount of frozen fish will arrive in North American seaports in regular steel sea containers from
container/freezer ships from Iceland Some of this frozen fish comes into Gloucester, Massachusetts, just
north ofBoston, and some is offloaded into Everett, Massachusetts, which is in the port ofBoston.
Intermodal containers of frozen fish are offloaded in othermajor seaports as well.
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Fig. 8. Contemporary insulated fish boxes used with crushed ice, Bonar Plastics,
Lindsay, Ontario, Canada.
Reprinted from Bonar Inc. (Ontario, Canada: Low& Bonar Company, 1999).
5.2 Baskets
Wooden baskets were at one time a common sight on fishing boats; they are even one of the United
States Coast Guard's approved symbols, or "day
shapes,"
that indicate a boat is in themidst of fishing
when one is hanging from themast. (At night a certain set of lights are turned-on to indicate that
commercial fishing is taking place.) Wooden Baskets are made from a very thin veneer ofwood. They can
be in different shapes, a rounded bottom (also called a continuous stave basket) where the slats wrap right
around the bottom, or a flat bottom where a flat board forms the bottom. The staves are stapled to the rim of
the basket and to the hoop. Some even come with a cover, also made out of thin boards. Wire bails and
loops hold the cover on by bending the bails back, or cross wires will do the same trick, as will metal





Early baskets were probably what the Indians used to transport fish, and old
ones can be seen in the salt cod industry in Gloucester.
19
Fig. 9. A variety ofcontemporary fish baskets in a skiff.
Reprinted from Peter Matthiessen,Men 's Lives (New York: Random House, 1986), 298.
Bushel Baskets are still prevalent in the commercial fishing industry in the United States, but once
again they tend to bemade from injection molded or thermo-formed plastic, or from heavy gauge steel
wire. (Fig. 9) One interesting light blue, or gray, vacuum formed basket ismade for containing herring fish
scales. It has 100s ofnarrow
Vi"
slots cut into the curved walls to allow water to run out, without allowing
the scales to leak out. The scales are in turn used tomake pearlescence, an additive that is still used tomake
paint and plastic appear to be pearlescent. It is even used in finger nail polish. Nowadays, there is stiff
competition from mica to achieve the same affect. However, the most common fish baskets are round
plastic ones with a 90 degree loose woven pattern with 1 centimeter holes for water to pass through.
53 Canning
Canning began in the early 1800s when Napoleon offered 12,000 francs to anyone who could design a
new container that could keep food in an edible state and feed his army. Nicholas Appert, a chef and
confectioner from Paris, won the prize in 1809 for his canning process. Shortly thereafter in 1810 Peter
Durand came up with the "tin canister", from which our tin can is derived.
10
The technology crossed the
English channel about 1812. Then whenWilliam Underwood sailed over to the US from England in 1817,
he brought the canning process with him. He had apprenticed at Mackey& Co. ofLondon, and then headed
for New Orleans. He finally put down routes in Boston, and started his own company. Mustard, ketchup,
jams, jellies, and sauces were all offered to the area. At first he used glass jars and bottles. Along with
Thomas Kensett inNew York, they had the first of these businesses. One of the biggest difficulties was
20
getting the airtight seal that is required in hermetic packaging. By the late 1 830s, Underwood was starting
to use metal cylinders instead ofglass jars in his new process, as the jars were something of a problem.
"
At about the same time a man in Maine, with the appropriate name ofU.S. Treat, was putting up salmon
from the Penobscot River. He was most likely using jars, however in 1842 Mr. Treat and two partners setup
shop in Eastport, Maine, with the plan ofcanning salmon, lobsters, and haddock. The name of the little
company was called Treat, Noble & Co. Theyworked for two years on a very small budget and under
secretive conditions learning about hermetically sealed cans. Once they had a tough and airtight can
developed, they ran into marketing problems. Treat broke-up with his two partners to work alone, and the
others were bought out by Underwood. By 1844 Underwood had a lucrative operation of canning lobsters
in Harpswell, Maine, and hemight have been using Treat&Noble's old machinery.
Due to its appeal to culinary tastes, and due to its ease ofdistribution when compared to live lobster,
lobstermeat became "one of the first items to be canned commercially in the United
States." 12
Underwood
and Treat had found amarket of incredible size. By 1 845 therewere one or two canneries in New
Brunswick and very soon after, one in Nova Scotia, Canada, too. Soon thereafterAmerican money was
behindmany canneries throughout theMaritimes.
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One of themost legendary figures in the history of canning lobster, and then fish, is George Burnham,
Jr., who at age fourteen in 1845, apprenticed with the founders ofAmerican canning. He supposedly
worked for George Lewis, who was canning food in Portland, Maine, and who had ties with the
Underwood business. Burnhammay have also worked with the Isaac and Nathan Winslow, who were early
green corn canners. At any rate in 1852 he went into business with Samuel Rumery, and theyworked
together until 1867. At that time, Rumery joined Portland Packing Company, and Burnham started a new
partnership with Charles Morrill. The name oftheir new business was called the Burnham &Morrill
Company, and they were in business right up until recently canning their famous baked beans in Portland.
Earlier they were canning and shipping a variety ofvegetables andmeats internationally. By the 1880s they
were canning lobsters, mackerel, clams, green sweet corn, succotash, beef, mutton, poultry, soups, etc.
Since corn and lobster were canned during different seasons, one cannery could can both. They had 3 1
canneries inMaine and Nova Scotia, and 22 weremost likely for fish and or lobster since they were on the
coast.
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The cans of lobster meat were packed in wooden cases and were sent by company vessels to
warehouses in Portland, or shipped further away in steam ships. Approximately halfofthe US production
of canned lobster went to Europe, and almost all ofCanada's went there. Despite having no records from
1845-1879, many have said that the height of the industry was about 1870. By 1880, Maine's lobster
canning industrymay been declining, but there were 23 canneries. Ten of these were only putting up
lobsters, sixwere canning lobsters andmackerel, one was just doing lobsters and clams, six were canning
lobsters, clams, andmackerel, and onewas putting up salmon, fish-chowder, and clam chowder.
Some other special products were made at the Underwood cannery in Southwest Harbor in the 1870s. One
was "deviled
lobster"
put up in halfpound cans, which can still be purchased from Looks inMilbridge,
Maine, and another item was "German
flats." 14
The British market called for table garnishes ofwhole
lobsters curled up and canned in 12 and 14 inch cans.
1S
The tin can bodies were cold rolled into a round
shape through a hand rollingmachine, and each end was stamped out of sheet metal (with a
1"
hole in one
cap) with a foot operated lid press.
16
(Fig. 10)
Fig. 10. "A workman soldering patches on lids in aH
L. Forhan cannery in the 1890s. The threadlike
material coming down from above is
solder. Courtesy ofHarold C.
Harmon."
Reprinted from Kenneth R Martin andNathan R Lipfert, Lobstering and theMaine Coast (Bath,
Me.: MaineMaritime Museum, 1985), 40.
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These parts were then lead soldered to the body with hot irons that were kept in a small wood or
charcoal stove. It was a slow process, but five to six cans could be produced in an hour. These cans weren't
that safe since people were known to get lead poisoning from the lead solder. One group ofArctic explorers
in 1845, the Franklin Expedition, was probablywiped out in part due to this type of can solder.
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Nowadays a modern canning machine can put out 500 to 1000 perminute. In the beginning of the
twentieth century the open-top can, also known as the
"sanitary-style"
can, was invented. With this
invention, high-speed machines could be developed tomake, fill, and close the cans.
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Another approach
was to use can floaters, "which were little devices for soldering lids and bottoms to the bodies without
having to reach inside the can with a soldering
iron." 19
Can production required themost skill ofany job at
a cannery. Tinsmiths were put to work in the wintermaking cans in Portland at the company headquarters,
then come summer they would head down east to seal the cans in the small satellite canneries. Some
companies subbed out the can making, or they hired the tinsmiths to work right at the cannery to make cans
during the slowmonths. George Burnham, ofBurnham & Morrill, was also known as "the pioneer of the
sardine industry in the United
States."
The following are his comments about his research into the sardine
industry in Europe: "The idea ofusing the small herring as a substitute for sardines occurred to the writer in
1865. It was well known tome that myriads of small herring were annually caught at Eastport, Maine.
These were too small to use for smoking or pickling, and I thought theymight be used with profit as a
substitute (for sardines), and ifproperly prepared they would be equally
good." 20
He traveled to France to learn how to can pilchards, as that is what a sardine is known as in French. By
then he had also found out that other countries pack various types of small fish in cans and call them
sardines. Now sprats, pilchards, and several types of small herring, are all considered to be sardines when
packed in oil in small rectangular, oval, or elliptical cans. Thus it seems that the shape of the package is
what is actually defining what the product is commonly called, rather than the other way around. In other
words, as long as the package looks like a sardine can, then sardines must be inside,
or at least something
like the original sardine. Nowadays, people will refer to that size and shape ofcan as a can of sardines,
when in actuality it probably contains herring or brisling or some
other small fish. Apropos of that, the
French went to an English court in 1912 against the Norwegians for labeling their cans as "Norwegian
Sardines."
The Frenchmaintained that only the Clupea
pilchardus in cans could be legally called sardines,
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and theNorwegian brisling could not be so named. The French failed in their international legal effort, but
they did succeed in getting labels to be more accurate. Now a sardine can label should state the "country of
origin, net weight, producer, and amore concise description of the packing
media." 21
The FDA in the US,
used that delineation of label requirements in the Food Inspection Decision No. 64. "Any small clupeoid
fish may be canned as sardines, provided that the word
"sardine"
on the can label also bears the name of the
country or state in which the fish are taken and
prepared"n
It was in 1 850 that the French had the notion ofcanning small fish in oil and calling them sardines. By
1860 the business mushroomed and other countries followed suit: i.e.: Spain, Portugal Italy, Germany,
Sweden, Norway, and Japan. Most Americans didn't realize that this advertising stunt of selling awide
variety of small fish as sardines was occurring, but in 1 860 George Burnham came back to the US with
some olive oil and some other accoutrements that were needed to start a sardine operation in this country.
Then in 1867 he setup shop in Eastport, Maine, and started experimenting. The weather was too wet in
eastern Maine for the drying offish, and this along with his inability to drive-out the herring-oil flavor from
the fish, caused Burnham to stop his work. Later on it was discovered that hewas on the brink of success,
and that is why he is considered the father of the American sardine industry.
A few years prior to the beginning ofBurnham's research, a company in New York had been
importing small herring from Germany, andmarketing them as "Russian
sardines."
Theywere shipped in
small wooden kegs that weighed 4, 7, and 1 1 pounds. Between layers offish were spices like pepper, bay
leaves, allspice, and cloves among others.
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During the French blockade of the German ports near the start
of the Franco-German war, it was impossible to import the "Russian
sardines"
from Hamburg, and the
price rose by 50% in New York. This situation made the climate right for using small herring in place of
the expensive "Russian
Sardines."
Testing took place in Eastport, and the quality ofthe small herring
turned out to be higher than the foreign fish. They became known as "homemade
Russians"
and theywere
canned in oblong and square metal cans. Due to the
guarantee of a well preserved product and the superior
quality, they finally drove the German sardines out of themarket in
this country.
At the beginning of the twentieth century a machine was invented
in Stavanger, Norway, the sardine
capital of the world, that could seal 7000 cans per day, and this was without the aid of solder. Today a
similarmachine can seal 4000 cans per hours, which translates to 10,000,000 cans per year from each
24
cannery. Following the lid attachment process, comes the cooking at 1
12
C (233F) for one hour in an
autoclave. An autoclave is very similar to the retort used in earlier days aroundMaine. It controlled the
temperature and the pressure.
Sardine or brisling cans are standard sizes and shapes, and this lead the way to distinctive label
designs. Each cannery had a differently designed label, and now there are some 30,000 distinct labels that
were or are out on themarket Naturallymany of these are collectors items. (Fig. 1 1)
Fig. 1 1. A variety ofold sardine can covers and a canning tool surrounded by photos taken inside of
old canneries inMaine.
Photograph by the author, courtesy of theMaine StateMuseum, Augusta,Maine
5.4 Fresh Fish
Fish, and much of it was salt cod, had been the number one source ofprotein on American kitchen
tables into the 1 880s. About then, though, the beef industrywas gearing up and prices were dropping so
much that beefwas no longermuchmore expensive than fish. Now instead ofbeing three or four times
more expensive than fish per pound, it "was less than twice as
expensive."24
This price change, alongwith
increasedmarketing by the beef industry lead to beefbeing served in most homes. Itwas at this point that
the fishing industry had to do something, and that was the idea ofpromoting fresh fish like never before.
In 1880 pickled and dried fishmade upmore than 50% of the production in
Massachusetts'
10 customs
districts, but by 1889 seven of the ten customs districts had fresh fish as the number one form offish.
Maine on the other hand remained a dried and pickled fish state,
K
and this was in a large part due to the
25
railroads not extending to all the fishing ports, as they did in Massachusetts.
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The advent of the railroads
meant that fresh fish could get to the markets fast enough so that the iced fish would not spoil.
Massachusetts took the lead however before the railroads really affected the industry. It was a Gloucester,
Massachusetts, halibut schooner in 1838 that took the first load of ice along to keep the fish cold. Before
that time some fresh fish were brought ashore in well-smacks. A well-smack was a boat with a watertight
hold with holes in that part of the hull. The holes let seawater into the vessel to keep the fish alive. It was
also done in the lobster fishery for a longer andmore successful time. Fresh fish had also been brought
ashore alive during the cold winters without the need of ice. This technique was first used in Gloucester in
1830. Then came the advent of ice on board Gloucester halibut boats by 1845, and it was the layers of
crushed ice between layers offish that became the standard method. Cod and other fish made it to shore
quickly when "market
schooners"
went out for only a few days of fishing. These boats were specially
designed to hold ice and fish together. This layering approach was developed in Massachusetts, and Boston
became the center of the fresh fish industry.
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Even by the middle of the 1800s, iced fresh fish from Massachusetts was going far afield. The first
shipment of iced fish by rail left the confines of theMassachusetts coast in 1837, only 3 years after the first
railroad pushed inland from Boston. By 1842 there was a "trans-sectional rail
connection"ffl
to Albany,
New York, and a year or two later fresh fish was going all the way to upstate New York. Iced fish made it
to Chicago from Boston in 1 852 soon after the rail connection wasmade in 1 85 1 . Boston being the rail
center ofNew England made all the difference in becoming the fresh fish center, but the railroad also




Portland, Maine, was also a railroad and fresh-fish center for Maine. Rail lines extended all the
way to Detroit via Quebec City andMontreal, and another
linewent down to Rochester, NewHampshire.
HalfofPortland's fresh fish landings went to cities in the Northeast, and the rest went to central
Canada.30
The first rail link to Portlandwas made in 1842 by the Portland, Saco, & Portsmouth Railroad Less than 10
years later came theAtlantic & St. Lawrence Railroad, otherwise known as the "Grand Trunk". This is the
railroad that connected Portland toMontreal, which in turn created the link to Detroit. By the 1870s
26
Portland was connected by feeder lines to upstate New York. By then Portland had becomeMaine's
premier distribution center of fresh seafood.
By the late 1 870s refrigerated railroad cars were taking Boston's fish further west, and by the mid
1880s fresh fish, without the melting ice, was travelling all the way to the Mississippi.
3I
By 1905 berries
and fruit were frozen in 50 and 100 lb. barrels for use in commercial bakeries, and in ice cream plants.
Meat, fish, and poultry were starting to be frozen for long trips when refrigeration was first developed in
the 1880s. But prior to 1900, the frozen foods were not that palatable since the poorest foods were usually
the ones that were frozen and since the freezers were not mat great. Sometimes spoilage started to occur
before the freezing took place, and then the freezing temperaturesmight not be held constantly and off
odors and bad tastes would develop.
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The earliest freezing offish took place by the Inuit, just due to the
nature of their winter surroundings. As soon as a fish was caught it would freeze in the cold temperatures.
This technique probably went on for centuries, before herring were frozen for the first time by a United
States citizen, Capt. H. O. Smith. He was from Gloucester and during the 1854-1855 winter he brought
back codfish, halibut, and 80,000 frozen herring from a Newfoundland fishing trip. Smith's first trip was
something ofan experiment, but itwas so successful that it became a very popular method of transporting
fish in the winter months. By 1864 there were 39 Gloucester boats fishing near Newfoundland and they
brought back 10,700,000 frozen herring, and by 1 867 they brought home some 60,000,000. In thewinter of
1899 38,850 barrels of frozen herring came back to Gloucester. During that 30 year time span, the fishing
was pursuedmore heavily near GrandManan for about 5 years starting in 1 885, and theNewfoundland
fishery declined and men came back again.
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After 1900 refrigeration really took off inNew England, and newmarkets opened up across the
country. In 1909 there were only four freezers inMassachusetts, but by 1919 there were twenty-two. "Fish
were frozen whole in
pans"
after being immersed in water so that their skins would have the protection of a
"glazing to prevent
dehydration."
This type of freezing allowed for 12months of storage, and the nutrients
remained in the fish, but the quality of the fish was consideredworse
than when it was fresh. This problem
was alleviated in 1918 when the US Bureau ofFisheries imported an
experimental "quick
freezing"
machine. It was called the Ottesen Brine Freezer.
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In 1923 Gloucester's own Clarence Birdseye invented a
27
high pressure quick freezingmethod,
35
and at the same time the United States Bureau of
Fisheries'
Dr.
Harden F. Taylor came up with his rapid freezing process.
36
Birdseye (1886-1956) is known as the "father
of frozen
foods."
He had been a trapper, missionary, and an employee of the US Wildlife Service in
Labrador, Canada. While there he found out that when fish are caught and then put on the ice in very cold
temperatures, they tastemuch better than if they are "frozen at higher
temperatures."
Then in 1920 he
invented his quick freezingmachine. It would freeze bulk quantities of food, or small packages for retail
sale. His frozen foods were a higher quality than cold storage foods that were frozenmore slowly. They
were called "frosted
foods."
37Both of these developments really gave a boost to the New England fishing
industry.
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In 1929 General Sea Foods Corporation laid claim to Birdseye's process,
39
while Taylor's
became the property of the Atlantic Coast Fisheries Company.
40
Both processes involved dropping the
temperature of the fish quickly down to F sometimes. This fast freezing left a lot of the flavor in the
fish, since the ice crystals would be so small that very little cell damage
occurred.41
By 1930 the first retail packages of frozen foods arrived in private homes. AKlik-lok cardboard box was




or sulfite) carton was waxed
43
and the outer wrap was eliminated. Uncoated
"SBS"
is
not recommended for food contact, due to the chemicals that are used in its manufacturing process.
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That is the other reason that
"SBS"
should be coated with wax, or polyethylene, when used in a food contact
situation. Freezing of food retards spoilage, since food that is stored at temperatures below
15
F, keeps
bacteria, yeast, andmolds from activating. They don't die, but theywon't function until the temperature of
the food has risen back to a temperature of their liking. The discoloration that usually occurs to apples, and
peaches is delayed from happening for a year or so if the storage temperature is held around
0
F. Rancidity
and strange tastes are delayed since the lower the temperature, the slower they take place. With this in mind,
food is usually kept at
0
F or below during its distribution from the plant to the customers shopping cart.
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Frozen food packages should be able to be sealed and they should be moisture and vapor proof to keep
the food from drying out. Fish only has to be cleaned, washed, and trimmed




In the past very large Eastern European,Western European, and Russian factory ships were operating
just outside the old twelve-mile limit along the East Coast of the United States. That situation more or less
came to an end in 1976 when a 200-mile limit was enforced along the US coastlines. Foreign vessels could
then only fish within that limit if they had special permits. Presently similar vessels are operating out ofUS
ports, mostly out ofSeattle and Tacoma,Washington, and Dutch Harbor, Alaska, and they are partly owned
by American companies. A lot of the fish that is processed at sea ismade into surimi and fish meal on a
number of factory/trawlers that operate in the Bering Sea and around the Aleutian Islands ofAlaska.
Nevertheless a great deal of frozen Alaskan Pollock (caught byAmerican, American/Norwegian, Chinese,
and Russian ships) is processed on board ship and frozen at sea.
After the fish have been brought aboard and emptied out of the codend (see appendix B ), or unhooked
as in the case ofa longliner, the processing ofbeheading and gutting should take place. Washing and
freezing the fish is the next step for whole fish. For filleted fish the freezing process is delayed until after
the fish are processed by the fish cutters on an assembly line. Another approach is to take the frozen whole
fish ashore and fillet them in a shore based processing plant. Still another process is to take the fillets and
package them into a polyethylene coated corrugated shipper, freeze them as a block, and store these in the
ship's freezer until the ship arrives back in port after amonth or so at sea (see Appendix B). The frozen fish
boxes are offloaded in Seattle, Washington, or Seward, Alaska, and trucked in freezer vans to various
processing facilities across the United States. Ironically these cross-country trucks are following virtually
the same basic route that the frozen fish from Boston used to follow going in the other direction. On it's
100th
anniversary in 1949 Gorton's ofGloucester, Massachusetts, was actually
the first company to send "a
refrigerated trailer-truck shipment across the
country."
At onemajor seafood producer, secondary processing is done right in it's east coast factory. The same
operation is probably also performed at other fish
processors such as at Tyson's Louis Kemp facility, and at
National Sea Products operation in Portsmouth, New Hampshire. Once the frozen block offish is inside
these facilities, it is sawn into
Vi"





outer shippers, and distributed to stores, or out to many of the fast food restaurants in polyethylene coated
kraft inner cartons and loaded into corrugated bulk shippers.
2
Surimi is awhite paste made from fresh, clean, white fish that is cooked andmixed with some other
additives. Thewhite fish is usually either cod or pollock. Alaska pollock, once undesirable to Alaskan
fisherman, is now themost popular fish caught in the world and the most frequently eaten. In the early
1980s, some 5 million tons per year
3
were enjoyed by humans. Surimi was firstmade by the Japanese
around 1 100 AD, and it can be stored after being processed and eaten sometime later. Surimi has been a
main part of the Asian diet for over 900 years, and one of themain products made from it is kamoboko.
Kamoboko is surimi that is formed into a cake, and it looks like baremozzarella cheese sticks. One way
that it is served is to slice it and dip it into various sauces. Surimi started to bemanufactured in North
America in the 1970s.
4
Some ofthe biggest fishing vessels today (1 such vessel operating inAlaska is
272'
long ) are involved with themaking of surimi,
5
which is then used tomake simulated crab legs, (Krab
Legz) lobster, and scallops. The surimi can be packaged and frozen, palletized, and later unloaded from
the factory/trawler in a very short amount of time.
Fish meal ismade from the refuse part of the fish, such as the heads and the bones, and it is ground up
into a dry powder and bagged. Fish meal was found to be a catalyst in the raising of chicken and livestock
in the 1920's in Europe. Now it is also used as feed for shrimp, hogs,
6
and salmon. Some of the herring
and other small fish in Norway, especially, are caught specifically to be converted into fish meal and oil;
this is known as "industrial
fishing."
Peru and Chile are now the world's largest producers offish meal and
fish oil
7
and they were utilizing the Peruvian anchoveta at first, then the capelin, then the Chilean and
Japanese pilchards, and then theNorth Atlantic blue whiting.
8
The fishmeal machinery is pretty basic;
comprised ofa dehydrating press, grindingmill, and a drying oven.
9
On amodern factory/trawler the fish




fish oil made from menhaden was approved for human consumption in the US. In Europe, though, it has
been consumed by humans for some time. It is "an inexpensive
source of edible omega-3
oils." i 1
When
factory/trawlers also utilize the by-catch, which is the unintended fish caught while fishing for specific
species, it is easy to understandwhy they
are aptly nicknamed "the vacuum cleaners of the sea".
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7.0 PLASTICS
7.1 POLYETHYLENE VS. PVC COATED "SBS" OR
"SUS"
BOXES




Kraft board is a very definite choice for frozen fish sticks. Polyethylene is a very safe material for
food contact purposes as long as their are no plasticizers or PVC in it. PVC, polyvinyl chloride, is the
biggest question in food packaging, since it is normally rigid, it needs to be softened to be used as a pliable
bag or wrap. To make it soft, phthalates are added into the ingredients of the plastic. "These are loosely
bound chemicals that easily leach out of the
plastic" '
and into the food. These chemical softeners are then
able to enter our bodies. Studies on animals point toward phthalates causing damage to the liver, testicles,
kidneys, heart, and theymay even cause cancer. Charlotte Brody, an RN and a coordinator ofHealth Care
Without Harm, an advocacy group from Falls Church, Virginia, says "We don't know the toxicity
mechanism, but the evidence is
troubling."
A Consumer's Union study discovered "that cheese wrapped in
deli-counter plastic contained high levels ofadipates, some commercial wraps left low but measurable
traces
too."
Adipates are similar to phthalates since they are also softeners. In one study rats were "given
low PVC doses and they still showed ill
effects."2
Plastic wraps made from polyethylene are considered
safer, and ifone wants to be very safe, then food should not be microwaved in any kind ofplastic wrap,
since this action facilitates themigration ofadipates into the food. A bowl marked "microwave
safe"
is
good, but even better is to use a glass or china bowl. "Industry develops these
products for their physical
characteristics, but it doesn't always test them for human
toxicity,"
said Peter Orris who is a professor of
internal medicine at Cook County Hospital in Chicago.
3
In response to the above mentioned Timemagazine article, RonaldH Yocum, the President and CEO
of the American Plastics Council, states that "plastics are used in food packaging and in themedical
environment today because they have a





The Time article recommends using polyethylene wrap instead ofPVC, but polyethylene "should be
carefully
checked" 5
when it is used with food. Polyethylene was discovered in the 1930's in England by
Imperial Chemical Industries, Ltd.,
6
and it became heavily used duringWWII. It was made into film in
1945 and at that time it was not very transparent, it cracked easily, and printed badly. But improvements
were made and by 1956 the price of IVimil polyethylene dropped below the price of 195 gauge cellophane,
and it started to be used a lot on wrappingmachines. It is a pliable film, but it's level of transparency is
sometimes good and sometimes not as good. Clarity can be acquired, but thismay lead to a downside in
durability. Polyethylene has a very simple composition since it is basically a straight-chain hydrocarbon.
With polyethylene, possibilities really opened up in areas that cellophane could never be used in. Side-weld
bags, extruders, orienters, stretch, shrink, and blister packaging, thermoforming, hot-wire cutters and
sealers were all now available as processes due to the arrival of thermoplastic films.
7
Additives are often
the main problem when plastics come into contact with foods, so the film needs to be carefully studied for
toxicity after the final chemical make-up has been selected. UV stabilizers and slip agents are typical
additives in polyethylene. From themoisture aspect, polyethylene is an excellent choice for fish since it is a
very good moisture barrier. Gas transmission rate is only fair, and it "has good chemical resistance, except
to some oils and
greases."8
This could be a problem with some oily fish, but the breaded fish really isn't
contacting the polyethylene 100% of the time. Being a not so good barrier for gases, is actually a benefit for
the fish, since the fish should be exposed to oxygen thereby guaranteeing that it is not stored in an
anaerobic (oxygen-less environment). An anaerobic environment can lead to anaerobicmicroorganisms, of
which Clostridium botulinum is one. To avoid that particular micro-organism, an aerobic environment
inside of the package is desirable. Themoisture barrier is not meant to keep the wet fish from softening the
cardboard, it is actuallymeant to keep themoisture in the store freezer from making the package squishy
and
soft.9
PVC on the other hand came on themarket in 1927, and it is sometimes referred to as vinyl. It is either
a rigid plastic, or it can bemade into a soft pliable
material by adding plasticizers. In this form itmakes a
great faux leather or rubber, andmuch of it is formed into sheet
or film for packaging. Plasticizers will
sometimes be 50% of the PVC, "while antioxidants and colorants are usually only a fraction ofa
percent"10
of themakeup, whereas heat orUV stabilizersmay
be as high as 2Vi%. In its natural condition, PVC is very
32
clear and rigid, but it has "poor impact
resistance."
It can be made as soft as possible with a variety of
plasticizers, but this could lead to less clarity.
u
The FDA (Food and Drug Administration) has approved PVC for foods and medicines depending on
the additives that are in the chemical makeup ofa particular PVC. "Some of the best plasticizers from a
practical standpoint are too toxic for food packaging, and most ofthe stabilizers containing tin compounds
are not
acceptable." 12
"IfPVC is used in a confined space or with food products, it should be tested for a
week or more under extreme
conditions."13
Itmakes a good flavor, odor, and oxygen barrier. As a moisture
barrier it is very good, but the softeners will reduce its effectiveness in this area. PVC cannot be heated
beyond 280F as itwill start to breakdown, and will create products that are corrosive. It starts to yellow






The frozen fish stick cartons have traditionally been made from a high grade of sulfite box board, due
to fish stick cartons generally being in a food contact situation. A wet application ofparaffin wax would go
onto the
"SBS"




F. A drywax will not have as high moisture barrier properties as thewet wax.
Drywax is coated over the paper, which then runs through heated rollers so that the fluidwax will
soak into the paper rather than stay on the surface of the board. Drywaxing utilizes paraffin, whereas wet
waxing uses a blend ofwaxes like 5% polyethylene, 35%
microcrystalline wax, and 60% paraffin wax. The
blend gives the wet wax more flexibility, more gloss, and reduces the chance ofblocking.
15
Wetwax paper
is created by eliminating the hot rollers, and thereby allowing the wax to harden and stay on the surface of
the paper. (Fig. 12) The wet wax application involves cooling the wax in a bath ofcold water, so that the
wax won't soak into the paper board. In this way a wet wax will stay on the surface and give a glossy look
to the paper board, and it still can be heat-sealed if the board is coated on two sides. If it is coated on one
side it could be glued shut. Gluing can also be done when the board is coated on two sides, ifuncoated
33
areas are left for the glue to adhere to. Wax is a good resistant to grease.
16





Fig. 12. DryWaxed Paper and aWet Waxed Paper.
Reprinted from Joseph F. Hanlon, HandbookofPackage Engineering (New York: McGraw-Hill Book
Company, 1971), 13-3.
A coating ofwax is the original way to waterproofpaper, and in 1971 it was still a very popular
technique. Today it is used occasionally. The first wax coatings melted at 128F, butmore recently a
melting point of 135F was achieved.
18
Wax coatings make very good moisture barriers and they don't
cost much. The problems with waxes have to do with variability ofmaterial, barrier properties not being
constant, and that they are not very good grease and odor barriers. Paraffin waxes are derived from crude
petroleum, and therefore they contain a variety of"organic materials, depending on the source of the
petroleum, which cause the composition to be
variable."19
Barrier properties might vary as much as 30%
even when themelting points of the paraffin are the
same.20
A stronger barrier is created by a wax coating
on a smooth surface than on a rough surface. An uneven application results from a rough substrate. After
the wax is applied it will cool, and if the cooling occurs slowly then a better barrier is created than during a
fast cooling period. The slower process creates larger crystals
which make a better barrier. The grease and
odor barrier is largely determined by the type ofboard used as a substrate. Olefins and wax/polyethylene
blends have taken over much of the wax boardmarket since they are more flexible. Better heat seals can
also be created with those
blends.21
Some waxes are not recommended for heat sealing such as theMobil-Kote 412 (see Appendix A)
that Hub Folding Box Company, Inc. used for the Point
Judith Fishermen's Co-op's imprinted scallop box.
These cartons must have glued seams or interlocking tabs, or both. Mobil-Kote 412 ismeant to be used
as "wax-base coatings for folding
cartons."
This wax-base coating is a hotmelt material made up ofa blend
34
ofwaxes and additives that form a sheen on the paper board and also create a "vapor barrier, slip, scuff,
and grease
resistance." 22
This particular coating has a comparatively low viscosity that allows it to go onto
"SBS"
board with normal coatingmachines, such as the International Paper BoxMachinery waxer that
Hub uses. To be more precise, it's viscosity is an SUS of400 at 210F, while it has an SUS of245 at
250F, and a Cp of40 at 250F. It has a Blocking Point at
130
F or above, and it has an Optimum
Performance Rating of"Excellenf for Gloss, Slip, Hardness, ScuffResistance, and Grease Resistance. The
Mobil-Kote 412's only drawback, if it could be called that, is that it can't be applied with a wet
waxer.23
A dry waxer is probably better, anyway, since it allows the wax to penetrate the board better. Hub's old
waxer coats both sides of the board after the carton is printed and die-cut, if it is printed at all.
Petroleum Waxes are basically pure hydrocarbons and theirmolecular weights are in the range of250
to 980 moles. These are generally straight-chain hydrocarbons that have between 18 and 70 carbon atoms
in each molecule. However there can be rather high percentages ofcycloparaffins and isopariffins with
their branches or rings growing out of the bitter ends of the chains ofmolecules. The melting point and
other attributes of the wax are affected by howmany branches and rings are in the particular molecular
chain.
Wax coatings have a propensity to block, which is the term for wax sticking to itselfwhen it is heated
or under pressure. It is caused when the wax reaches its melting point. The blocking point ofparaffin, with
an oil content of0.5%, can be raised from 105F to about 120F by adding solvent de-oiling. The solvent
reduces the oil in the wax to 0.1 %, which then makes it possible to increase the temperature ofthe
blocking point.
The friction ofa wax coating is a variable that can affect the way
cartons go through a carton folder
and gluer. This is caused by the rings (cyclic) and branches ofthemolecules in the wax catching on
machinery surfaces. There is less
friction if themolecules are straight chains. More rings and branches in
the molecular structure of the paraffin will also create a tough, ductile surface,
which is less apt to be
abraded A structure with fewer rings and branchesmakes a harder
surface that is less likely to be
scratched. These two qualities compete with each other, and the
customer needs to know if they want a
tough ductile surface or a hard scratch resistant surface.
24
A wax surface will also act differently depending
35
on the temperature of the packaging environment. On a hot day the waxmay cause the boxes to stick in the
machinery and have a high COF (coefficient of friction), whereas on a cold day the boxes might slide too
quickly.
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The appearance of the wax coating is affected by it's composition. If there is a lot ofparaffin in the
mixture then it is more crystalline, and thatmakes the surface rougher and less glossy. However if there are
more cycloparaffins and isoparaffins in themolecular structure of the coating, then there will be less
crystallization and the surface will have a greater sheen.
The moisture barrier of the package is also affected by the size of the crystals. Moisture vapor will not
pass through crystals, but will instead travel around or in between them. So, ifthe crystals are larger, then
the spaces are fewer, and themoisture is prevented from passing through the wax coating. Therefore,
microcrystalline wax is a worse moisture barrier than paraffin wax. "Narrow
cut"
paraffin produces the best
moisture vapor barrier, especially when it is slowly cooled. Unfortunately it is quite rigid and it won't work
well over scores or if there is any wrinkling. Since cartons always have scores and folds, it is best to add
some microcrystallinewax into themixture so that the wax coating ismore pliable.
26
Microcrystalline and semi-microcrystalline waxes are not precisely defined, but one way of identifying
the difference is to call waxes that have a viscosity above 10 centistokes at 210F as microcrystalline
waxes.
27
Amicrocrystalline wax is used as a hot melt glue and it even has some rubber polymers added to
it. It is softer and naturallymore rubbery than paraffin. Paraffin is a very hard block ofwax.
28
As a barrier for grease and oil, wax coatings are not great. Grease or oil can liquefy the wax coating
unless amicrocrystalline type ofwax is used, or one with a higher melting point, or by retarding the
cooling "to reduce the amount of crystal surface exposed to
attack." 29
Since 1948 polyethylene has been combinedwith the wax to create a plastic blend Ethyl-vinyl acetate
and ethylene acrylate have also been added to wax coatings to make them more tough, adhesive, and
flexible. However, these plastic additives may hurt the gloss of thewax if themolecular base structure is
affected. Another concern is that during application, the wax could be overheated and oxidation can take
place, which could lead to an effluvium.
Some coatings are applied nearly at 300F, and at that temperature
there is the danger ofodoriferous peroxides forming. This is especially possible if there is any copper or
aluminum in thewaxing machinery, but the
most common prevention for thismalady is to add an
36
antioxidant to themixture, such as (di-tertiary
butylparacresol).30
Overheating of the wax may have been
the cause of the problem that was mentioned in a German article by Ernst in the Verpackungmagazine. In
this article it wasmentioned that a wax coated carton for ice cream was tested after being glued and dipped
in 75
*
C paraffin. The tap water that was used in the test started out fine
,
but after a while it began to smell
and taste badly, and the paraffin was blamed for this problem.
31
Possibly the paraffin utilized was not of
adequate purity.
In her book entitled Consumer Beware! Beatrice Hunter states that "wax has been cited as a potential
carcinogen."32
She also mentions that between 1956 and 1959 studies were done for the petroleum industry
where wax was taken from milk cartons in various sections of the United States. The report stated that
some minute amounts of"a potent acknowledged cancer-producing hydrocarbon (1, 2, 5, 6
dibenszanthracene) [were] present as an impurity in the wax of some samples. Other studies demonstrated
that wax, in some degree, went from the container into the milk and
cream."33
Obviously frozen fried fish sticks and milk products have their differences, but they also have some
similarities in that they are both fatty foods. There are also significant differences between the two, such as
one probably being frozen and a solid material, versus the other being a liquid. There is also the fact that
the milk products contact 90% of the inside of their package, and the fish sticks contact very little of the
inside of their package. Nevertheless, I think that these studies shed some light on the subject of wax
packaging and its safety for frozen fish sticks.
7.3 Polyethylene Board
Instead ofwaxed board a lot of companies have decided to use a heat sealable polyethylene coated
board for wet products such as fish. A thin coating of low density polyethylene (LDPE) is extruded onto
both sides ofthe
"SBS."
This provides a better seal, and itmakes a great package for frozen food. It is good
for high-speed packaging machines, and the printing
process is faster because the board arrives at the
printer all
coated.34
This eliminates the need to run the board through a waxer after the printing has been
completed. The outside of the polyboard, as it is known in the trade, has a gloss varnish effect and the
inside of the board has a matte quality.
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Another advantage is the hard printing surface that is much more
difficult tomar than the wax impregnated board. Furthermore, there is an aqueous coating applied to the
outside to act as a varnish. The coating on both sides of the board is not necessary as amoisture barrier for
the fish, as they already have a baked on crust that prevents them from drying out. The coating ofboth
sides with polyethylene is really intended tomaintain a rigid box in the freezer environment. A coated one
side boardmight cost 1 Vi to 2% less than a coated two sides board, but then there is the risk of the board
becoming soft in the cold and damp environment. Another consideration is that the fish processor has been
set-up for heat sealing their cartons formany years, and to change to a coated one side board would mean
adding gluing systems to their cartoning lines. In fact the fish processor had been RF (radio frequency)
sealingwaxed cartons since the late 1950's, and theymay have been the first to do so using Container
Corporation ofAmerica's patented technology that Myer Hecht developed. This inventionmade it possible
for the fish processor tomove away from the standard frozen food carton of the 1950's (which was an
unprinted and waxed
"SBS"
shell that had to be overwrapped with a printed wax paper), and move into the
sealed
"SBS"
carton that didn't need a waxed overwrap. This was not only a cost reduction in materials,
but it doubled the line speeds on the frozen fish stick cartoning line.
36
Polyethylene is themost popular polymer used in food packaging, and some 20 billion pounds are used
each year in the United States alone. Ofall the polymers,
polyethylene'
s chemical make-up is the simplest.
It is "essentially a straight-chain ofhydrocarbons which is produced by addition ofpolymerization of
ethylene."37
Furthermore, polyethylene is the least expensive polymer, it is a very good moisture barrier,
and it can also be heat sealed easily. Its drawbacks include "high gas and
vapor transmission
properties."38




polyethylene or wax improve the intrinsically poor qualities ofpaper boardwhich are primarily apparent
when it becomes wet. Paper board "is a poor barrier to gas
and vapor
loss."
LDPE, which is what polyboard is usually
coated with, has many side branches in its molecular make
up. Thismakes it a very flexible material
with good impact qualities. The density ofLDPE is anywhere
from 0.915 to 0.939 g/cm3. It's heat resistant
characteristics aren't as good since it will onlywithstand
temperatures ofup to 175F. LDPE is
also commonly used to
make plastic grocery bags, shrink films, and
38
stretch wraps. LLDPE (Linear Low Density Polyethylene) has also been utilized more and more for coating
paperboard due to its inherently flexible characteristics.
HDPE, high density polyethylene, on the other hand appears to have made a better coating for
polyboards that are used for seafood packaging. Due to having fewer side branches in itsmolecular
structure, the molecules are more closely aligned, and this tends tomake it stiffer, less clear, and harder
than LDPE. It is also a better barrier against oils, greases, gas and vapors. Milk bottles, deli wraps, and
cereal box liners are often made from HDPE. It's density is higher than 0.940 g/cm3.
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There aremany grades ofHDPE and LDPE. They vary "in rigidity, heat resistance, chemical
resistance, and ability to sustain loads. In general tensile strength, hardness, heat resistance, and gas barrier
properties increase as density
increases."42
Printing on LDPE is comparable to printing on foil, which is not
easy, and to print on HDPE is even more difficult. To print on LDPE, the inks must dry quickly and
thoroughly, since the substrate doesn't absorb any of the ink. Some companies won't even print on
LDPE.43
The other issue is the use of the polyethylene coating on both sides of the board, therefore including
the food contact surface. Kraft ("SUS") board or
"SBS"
board is often coated with a polyethylene coating,
and the author thought that theremight be some migration problems with thismaterial composition.
However, plastic films are practically inert when in contact with food, but some ofthe "monomeric and
oligomeric constituents or additives used in theirmanufacture to provide them stability, plasticity, and
other desirable functional characteristics are known to migrate into
foods." **
There are rules for the
maximum amounts of"various plastic
materials"
allowed tomigrate into food from packages, but "there is
no complete set ofknowledge on the rate ofmigration and the influence of thesemigrant residues on
sensory quality and stability of
foods." 45
Determination ofwhich polyethylene to use should be made very
carefully so that a material containing phthalates and other
undesirable additives is not chosen. With this
precaution taken, the polyethylene should be a safe and inert packagingmaterial for food contact surfaces.
The following is an interesting study by the Defense Food Research Laboratory in India, but it should
be noted that frozen fish sticks usually don't contain sunflower or ground
nut oils. Nevertheless, frozen fish




study could have some relevance. It
was discovered that antioxidants from the lab produced polyethylene
migrated during the course of the whole study into the
sunflower and groundnut oil. Two different types of
39
oil were studied as food simulators, and two different antioxidants, BHA and BHTwere tested. At various
times during the test the PV (peroxide value), TBA (thiobarbituric acid) value, and Tc (total carbonyl),
leached out BHA(butylated hydroxide anisole) and BHT (butylated hydroxy toluene) were analyzed in the
two types ofvegetable oil. The BHT treated polyethyleneworked better as a barrier against the
autoxidation in the sunflower and the groundnut oil over the 105 days in the 37C environment. The
sunflower oil had themost migrated BHA and BHT in it at the end of the test cycle. It was concluded that
migration ofantioxidants into oil depends on the "nature and thickness of
films,"
the type and viscosity of
the oil, how the plastic film wasmanufactured, the temperature of the test environment, the length of the
test, and the type ofantioxidant and the other plastic ingredients.
Interestingly enough, when commercial types ofPE and PP film were used, there were no signs ofany
migration ofchemicals into the oil. These films used Irganox and Ionox as the
antioxidants.47
Irganox is a
brand name ofVitamin E that is added to polyethylene as a natural
antioxidant,48
and that could be why it is
not showing up as a chemical residue. Since the commercial antioxidants are not found to be leaching into
oils in the test, then there is probably no real danger of theirmigration into oily frozen fish sticks.
Another high temperature German study that lasted for 2 hours@
70
C, along with another one for 10
days at
40
C, by Figge and Hilpert on fats contained in a high density polyethylene package using
low-
molecular additives, resulted in extremely lowmigration levels into the test fat
known as HB 307. The final
information was gained through radio analysis.
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This occurred at much higher temperatures than frozen
fish sticks would ever see while in their polycoated packages.




This can be disputed with present costs ofpolyethylene coated board versus the cost
ofcoating board after it has been
printed with an old waxer. Today it is basically awash as for the cost of
one versus the
other.51
Borgstrom in his book Fish as Food says that "polyethylene is flexible, strong, heat
sealable, and gives a very good
moisture protection, but is not quite as clear or transparent as
cellophane."
Then he goes on to say how "plastic
foils"
can be used as a coating on a carton as
well.52
In his 1962 book,
Borgstrom explains how frozen fish sticks are cut from
frozen fish blocks by band saws. Precooking in
corn oil then takes place for approximately 1
minute at 390F. Often times they are breaded and then air
cooled. After that step they are placed in 10
oz. waxed paperboard cartons, and finally contained in a waxed
40




to -21C). Frozen cod fish stick quality ismostly affected by "oxidative
rancidity"
of the fatty skin
layer of the darkmeat. Frozen fish blocks ofhaddock are dessicated and thus lose weight if they are
contained in lower quality packaging and stored at relative humidities of less than 85%. Themaximum
storage life of frozen haddock fish sticks is about 15 months including the life of the frozen fish parent
block.53
The only apparent changes that have taken place in this process since the early 1960s is the use of
polycoated
"SBS"
board instead ofwax coated board, and the use ofpartially hydrogenated vegetable oils
(canola, cottonseed, and/or soy bean oil), and instead ofcorn oil for the baking of the fish sticks. There are
most likely some other changes that have taken place on the line, one of them might be the addition of an
X-raymachine that checks for small pieces ofmetal inside the fish sticks.
Subbulakshmi and Chitra in their 1998 article about the "Packaging ofMilk and Milk Products in
India"
espouse that adulteration is greaterwith LDPE or LDPE-LLDPE pouches for milk, than it is with
glass. Glass would be a perfect packagingmaterial if it weren't for its "weight and
fragility."
It is an inert
material54
and that is whatwe should be looking for in all food contact packagingmaterials. Interestingly
enough, the trend in India is to get away from their plastic packages and go back to wax-coated cartons for
ice cream. They are using a wax coated virgin chemical wood pulp tomake themore ecologicallyminded
cartons.
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This could be debated since waxed boards are generally difficult to recycle. Once again it should
be noted that dairy products are contacting the surface of the polyethylene much more completely than fish
sticks ever would.
Nevertheless, an article in a 1992 Australian packaging magazinemaintains that the "main
development in seafood packaging throughout the industry is currently centering on a definitemove away
from wax
coating."56
Visy Board, a seafood packaging supplier in Australia, has produced a double coated
polyethylene solid fiber board so that they can get beyond waxed boards, which they say are harder to
recycle. Prior to the polyboard Visyboard made completelywaxed solid fiber boxes to protect the fish from
moist shipboard environments. The solid fiberboard has been used due to its thin wall thickness, which is
desirable for products which are frozen quickly in their
packages.57
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8.0 CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS
Adulteration from food packaging has been a concern formany years, and it has been exacerbated in
recent years by the findings that phthalates in PVC are possibly leaching into packaged food and into
human blood from IV bags. It was in this light that research was conducted on polyethylene and wax
coatings for frozen fish stick packaging. It was hypothesized that the polyethylene coated board could have
more harmful effects on humans than the wax coated board due to plastic additives that could be leaching
into the fish sticks. After analyzing information from various sources my findings show altered results; a
waxed board is no safer than a polyboard for food that is in direct contact with the coated paperboard.
A petroleum based paraffin waxed board is not a safer solution for frozen fish stick packaging, and in
fact itmay be more ofa risk. After carefully examining all the articles and information, the conclusion is
that a polyethylene coated board is actually safer and easier to use than a wax coated board. No real amount
ofnegative data has been found against LDPE coated boards. Wax coated cartons have had some bad press
over the years and they can be very difficult to run on cartoningmachinery. As a result, the recommended
carton for breaded frozen fish fillets and fish sticks would be a polyethylene coating on both sides of a
16-
point clay coated kraft solid unbleached sulfate board.
9.0 APPENDIXES
APPENDIX A
WAX COATED "SBS" OR "SUS" VS. POLY COATED "SBS" OR
"SUS"
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Comparison of Wax Coatings for SBS or SUS with Polyethylene Coatings
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Wax Coated SBS board , LDPE Coated SBS board
at first glance less expensive than poly \ both are about same if include labor
COF problems on the cartoning line i Runs smoothly in any temperature
Heat sealable , Heat sealable
Scratches ! LeSs apt to scratch
Not easy to extrude, but easier printinq , Easier to extrude, printing harder
Wet wax is shiny and brittle i Not as brittle
Water vapor transmission: 0.01 g/24hr./ IWater vapor transmission is 0.4 i
100 sq.in./mil at 95 F, 90 %RH l i
Not good grease and oil barriers Oils and grease resistance is good, but some exceptions.
Excellent water vapor barrier Good moisture barrier !
!Gases pass easily, especially oxygeni
lsoftensat260F I
easy to print on before wax coatinq I Non-polar surface, hard to print on
IOdors and flavors lost sometimes
paraffin is better for moisture vapor > FDA approved w/o additives
I Low Cost
thickness varies from .001 to |Thickness of
good resistance to acids and alkalies I unaffected by alkalies and acids
variable composition
pure hydrocarbons with mol.wts.of 250-980 I
1 8 to 70 carbon atoms per molecule 1 100s to 1 000s carbon atoms per m.
largely straight chain hydrocarbons essentially straight chain compound
slow cooling gives better barrier properties branchiness makes it soft+greasy
made from crude petroleum, may contain
various organic materials
questions about its affect on people
quick chilling after sealing makes stronger
paraffin wax has low ductile and seal stmgth. |
microcrystalline wax has good ductile and
seal strength
high paraffin gives less glossy look
blocks or sticks under heat and pressure
wet waxing(blend),chilled and stays on surface for better gloss and flex., less block-
dry waxing(par), the heat makes it soak in ! |
if overheated when coating, oxidation rapid oxidation is good for adhering
may give off bad odor but it can
cause odors, so control it
300 F can form odorous peroxides heat sealing can be affected by add. i j
control with antioxidants such as BHT oxidation will vary from one batch to j
1 91 2
"Waxtite"
wrapping came out invented by ICI in early 1 930's




Sources: Henry DiRico ofHub Folding Box, Inc., Mansfield, Ma.,
interview by author, June 1999, So.
Boston, Ma., and Joseph F. Hanlon, HandbookofPackage Engineering (New York: McGraw-Hill
Book Company, 1971), 8-21
- 8-24, 13-4 - 13-6, and Beatrice Trum Hunter, ConsumerBeware! Your






Wax-base Coatings for Folding Cartons
Description
Mobil-Kote wax-base hot melt products are blends ofvarious waxes and additives that impart
a glossy surface to folding cartons while adding functional properties such as vapor barrier,
slip, and scuffand grease resistance.
Mobil-Kote 410 and 412 are relatively low viscosity products that can be applied with
conventional coating equipment. They are not heat sealable and, therefore, are for cartons
having glued seams or interlocking tabs.
Mobil-Kote 420 is a heat sealable coating for cartons without glued seams or interlocking
tabs. Because ofthe larger area being sealed, a carton is more rigid and stacking strength is
better. This increased strength allows use ofa lighterweight board: a 14-point board often can
replace a 16-point board. In addition, Mobil- Kote 420 provides excellent barrier properties,
thereby eliminating the need for a separate outer or inner wrap. These features permit high
speed packages that can increase production by 25 percent ormore. The higher viscosity of
Mobil-Kote 420 requires the use ofcoaters equipped with a burnishing section.
Applications
AH threeMobil-Kote products comply with FDA regulations for use as indirect food additives
and components ofpaper or paper board in contact with food products (Federal Register, Sub
Part F, 176.170 and 176.180). They also have USDA approval for packaging materials in
contact withmeat or poultry food products.
Typical applications include cartons for frozen vegetables, TV dinners, refrigerated or frozen
bakery hems, and meat, such as bacon and sausage.
Typical Characteristics
Physical characteristics are listed in the table.
Health and Safety
No special handling precautions are required. However, when handling in heated liquid form,
wear protective clothing. Follow normal industrial eye protection practices. Special
http://www.mobil.com/business/datasheets/pds/special/kote4 1Os.html 7/7/99
respiratory protection is not required under ordinary conditions or use and with adequate 45
ventilation. To obtainMaterial Safety Data Bulletins, for additional technical information, or
to identify the nearest U.S. Mobil supply source, call 1-800-662-4525.
| Mobil-Kote Mobil-Kote Mobil-Kote
410 L 412 420
Product Number J[_ 78225-0 78227-6 78228-4




F 76 400 .
SUS at
250
F 59 245 .
cP at
250
F 7 40 410
Needle Penetration
at 77 F 12 8 8
atll5F 56 45 19
Softening Point, F (R&B) 170 185 180
Blocking Point, F j_ 130+ 130+ 130+
Performance Ratings
Grease Resistance, hr 90 200+ 150
ScuffResistance* 40/50 15/20 15/20
Heat Seal Strength,
gm/in - -












Good Excellent Very Good
Coating Equipment
Wet Waxer Yes No No
Pattern Coater
Burnishing Section Yes Yes Yes
No Burnishing Section Yes Yes No
IPBM-GM No Yes Yes
SAM EXEC No Yes Yes
IPBM 88B No Yes Yes






3225 Gallows Road, Fairfax,
Virginia 22037-0001
Due to continual product
research and develop
ment, the information
contained herein is subject
to changes without




Product Profile - North America
Market






? Made from solid unbleached
sulphate, virgin fiber
? Two plies
? Two layers of clay coating
? Naturally beautiful brown back










? Good stretch values for easy cup forming
? Good filling line performance
? Good print surface
? High stiffness
? High resistance to tear, puncture and comer crush
? Meets U.S. FDA requirements for food packaging
? Dioxin and chlorine free
? Natural brown back enhances and supports product image
? Made from renewable and renewed resource - trees in Southeast U.S
Produced at Riverwood International





Caliper (0.001 ") .016
Thickness (microns) i 405
1
Coated Dairyman BasisWeight



















V4 MIL; 1 MIL
P2S
4.8 70.8
Elmendorf Dry Tear 448


















Illustration by Paul Mirto.
""" '=
Reprinted from Jerry Fraser, "Inside the
Factory,"
National Fisherman, January 1999, 19.
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A PINT'S A POUND the world around, the old saying goes, but Bering Sea pollock come
by the ton. A 25-min.uie tow netted just under 41 metric tons, or about 90,000 pounds.
Photograph by Jerry Fraser
Reprinted from Jerry Fraser, "Inside the
Factory,"
National Fisherman, January 1999, 18.
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